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Bismillah-ir-Rahman-ir-Rahim  
 
Prime President  
Mr Deputy,  
Ladies and Gentlemen Ambassadors,  
Mr. Rector  
Commissioner Diversity and Equal Opportunities  
Distinguished Senior representatives of the  
Presidency of the Republic, the Ministry of  
Foreign and European Affairs, Ministry of Interior and  
Mairie de Paris,  
Distinguished dignitaries,  
Mr. CEO of M6  
Mr. Editor Madam Deputy Director,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
My first words are to tell you how I feel honored to receive the award from New Economist 
philanthropic entrepreneur of the year 2009 in the magnificent Palais Cambon.  
 
I especially thank Mrs. Tchakaloff for his very kind words, and the entire team of writers headed by Mr 
Nijdam, for wearing their choices on my behalf. My thanks also go to sponsor the ceremony, and here 
I turn to you Mr Prime President, who made the pleasure we receive from you. I naturally welcome as 
Madam Minister of Finance, during his trip to Lebanon and Syria we address the voice of Madame 
Cotta message so warm. Thank you.  
 
I also address myself to His Excellency the Rector Dalil Boubakeur, I am happy to return and, at 
particular times of my life in France, gave me advice and brotherhood. I also greet him in the Great 
Mosque of Paris, that my family and I believe with great friendship and great respect, and I express 
my gratitude for everything he did for the Muslims of France.  
 
I let that come directly to my point, which is to share the experience acquired over five decades that 
have passed, during which the Aga Khan Development has been built (the one used English acronym - 
excuse me - 'AKDN' to describe him).  
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I will focus my presentation on the strategy we are implementing, which will enable me to understand 
the concept of corporate philanthropy.  
 
A few figures first:  
 
- Foundation AKDN, umbrella entity, coordinates the activities of over 200 organizations and 
institutions that compose the network, in which 70,000 employees and 100,000 volunteers operate 
daily;  
 
- Moreover, the network operates in 35 countries among the poorest in the world, in a statutorily 
secular.  
 
This photograph is of course a time in a dynamic, but its contours are now sufficiently precise that one 
can speak of objective, strategy and approach.  
 
The objective is clear: to create or strengthen civil society in countries in the developing world. This 
single goal, if reached, is in fact necessary and sufficient to ensure a peaceful and stable development 
in the long term, even when governance is problematic.  
 
As for the strategy, it is clear that civil society can not exist without civil institutions apolitical and 
secular, in particular social institutions, cultural and economic. The essence of strategy development is 
to create them where they are absent or need to grow.  
 
Finally, the method. It is primarily to validate the question of whether to create the institution, then, if 
the answer is yes, gather the necessary human and financial resources to create it.  
 
Within AKDN, there are two categories of organizations that share the objective of supporting 
development: those who profit (collected in the Aga Khan Fund for Development, known to AKFED ), 
and those I call 'para-companies' non-profit whose purpose is social or cultural.  
 
The reason for this duality is that civil society can arise only from the entrepreneurial or only the 
creation of hospitals, schools or universities, or places of culture.  
 
It is this duality between corporate and parastatal company that I'll introduce you.  
 
Firstly I will tell you that both obey some common rules.  
 
First, they must implement best management practices of the time in their respective areas of 
competence and stay updated on the matter.  
 
Among these practices we can note a particularly difficult to acquire, namely the ability to withstand 
crises.  
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Another common rule is that they must be designed to have measurable beneficial effects on the 
populations concerned, the objective is generally the poorest and among them rural.  
 
Also, I would note the rule that requires not only does not exclude but often look for projects located 
in countries emerging from internal or international conflict, or who are in a process of change in their 
economic fundamentals. Indeed, it is in these circumstances that the poorest people most in need of 
attention.  
 
All this requires very special skills and involvement of AKDN in the very long term, even if only to 
ensure that the managerial culture has become so strong that the reflexes of 'best practices' really 
rooted.  
 
To speak now of AKFED firms, those with profit, it is about 150 companies in fifteen countries. They 
employ over 30,000 people and generate two billion dollars in sales.  
 
They live indirectly millions of people, especially in the agro-industrial sector. To give an example, 
AKFED developed the growing green beans in Kenya by providing 50,000 farmers and technical 
assistance by purchasing their products for export to Europe. The company employs 2,000 employees, 
is profitable and sustains 500,000 people indirectly.  
 
Companies AKFED obey specific rules. I would like to mention two, which are essential.  
 
The first is that investment in projects dedicated AKDN AKFED must, in the generality of cases take the 
form of equity capital in the very long term. We do this to avoid the risk of excessive debt.  
 
The second is that the share of AKFED in profits must be fully reinvested in projects of the group. This 
is a fundamental characteristic of projects AKFED, the rule is that returns on investment must benefit 
the people of the countries concerned and to them alone.  
 
These actions in the productive economy are not sufficient to create or strengthen civil society. There 
is para-businesses, which are essential to the point where AKDN has entered four times more 
resources in this sector than in the profit sector.  
 
The para-enterprises are designed to be economically independent. A network of urban and rural 
hundreds of schools, like the one we run in Pakistan, a teaching hospital as the Aga Khan Hospital in 
Nairobi and a park like Al-Azhar in Cairo, and may well be designed to create a surplus to ensure their 
survival and development, where an entrepreneurial thinking behind the creative process and the 
current management. This notion of surplus, it should be noted, is in no way contrary to the non-
profit status of para-businesses.  
 
Anyway, one of the conditions for a para-business reach economic independence is that its cost of 
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creation is covered by a definitive gift of AKDN and, where applicable, its partners in general of 
development finance institutions, national or international.  
 
I would not exceed the time allotted to me but I would like to conclude by stressing that one of the 
important functions assigned to the parent organization of the network, the Foundation AKDN is 
working so closely with the Governments of countries with which we cooperate.  
 
This work is particularly intense with France and I am pleased to say that the French delegation of the 
Foundation AKDN, the most important of all, to be signed in 2008 with the French Republic and the 
French Development Agency a cooperation agreement in for 23 developing countries in all areas of 
the AKDN.  
 
This very brief presentation of successive companies and para-businesses should not lead to the 
conclusion that the two do not intersect. Instead, their common AKDN allows the two systems 
support each other.  
 
Thus a commercial or industrial AKFED can create endowment funds, for example, subsidizing the 
poor access to medical services of high level or to help a bank of micro-finance network.  
 
The para-enterprises in return create a favorable business development AKFED, contributing heavily 
to the construction of civil society.  
 
Of course the main principles of AKDN are difficult to implement and we have suffered setbacks. The 
successes are sufficiently numerous to convince us to keep on track.  
 
To put it differently: the development, it works!  
 
I am very happy to show you how, based on some principles but actually rather simple atypical, we try 
to reduce the misery in the world and participate in the creation of civil societies peaceful, wise and 
proud of their cultures.  
 
Finally, and a wink, I hope to have convinced you that I am not an entrepreneur in the classic sense, 
nor a philanthropist in the traditional sense, and therefore I deserved, perhaps not what price.  
 


